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Certifying Gaussian Elimination

Let A be anm× n matrix with rational entries andb be am× 1 vector with rational entries.
Gaussian elimination decides whether the linear systemAx = b, wherex is a n× 1 vector of
unknowns, is solvable. If the system is solvable, it computes a vectorz ∈ Qn such thatAz = b. If
the system is unsolvable, Gaussian elimination declares this fact. Extend Gaussian elimination
such that, in the latter case, it returns am×1 vectorc ∈ Qm with cT A = 0 andcT b 6= 0.

Coloring Interval Graphs

Let I be a collection of intervals with real endpoints. A coloringof I is a functionc : I → N

such thatf (I1) 6= f (I2) wheneverI1 andI2 intersect. A coloring is optimal if it uses a minimal
number of colors.

1. A subsetC of I is called aclique if any two intervals inC intersect. Prove: ifC is a
clique inI , then any coloring ofI uses at least|C | colors.

2. Show: ifC is a clique, then there is a realx with x ∈ I for all I ∈ C .

3. Design an algorithm that computes an optimal coloring. You may assume for simplicity
that the endpoints of the intervals are pairwise distinct. Prove the correctness of your
algorithm. What is its running time?

4. Make your algorithm certifying. For example, if your coloring uses the colors 1 tok, it
might output a clique of sizek.

5. Remove the restriction that endpoints are distinct.

Strongly Connected Components

A directed graphG = (V,E) is strongly connected if for any two nodesv andw of G, there is a
path fromv to w and a path fromw to v.

1. Find a nice witness for a graph being strongly connected.

2. Find a nice witness for a graph being not strongly connected.

3. Design linear time algorithms for finding such witnesses.
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